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Vengeance of the Moon Knight Vol. 2 - Gregg
Hurwitz 2016-06-02
Guest-starring Deadpool! Herman Goncharenko
lies at death's door, wasting away of cancer, but
someone wants him killed, not dead. Someone

desperate enough to hire a certain mouthy
mercenary to do the job. Goncharenko's only
hope just might be the reformed Moon Knight - if
he's able to withstand the force of nature known
as Deadpool, and if Goncharenko is, indeed,
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worth saving. Plus a classic reprinting of Marvel
Preview #21, featuring a story by the legendary
Moon Knight team of Doug Moench and Bill
Sienkiewicz. Collects Vengeance of the Moon
Knight #7-9 and Marvel Preview #21.
Invincible #2 - Robert Kirkman 2003-02-19
Mark has come down with a case of insomnia,
and while most people would trot down to the
living room to watch infomercials, Mark, being a
superhero, has a few more entertaining options.
During his leisurely evening flight, he spots a
robbery in progress at the local Toys R Toys. But
why would a villain like the dreaded Ogre want
to steal an entire shipment of Game Boxes? And
why is the world's premier teenaged super team
on hand to help Invincible stop him? And when
did that girl in 3rd period science class get so
cute? Nothing is what it seems, and everything
seems like it's nothing, but one thing's for sure,
it's entertaining as all get out!
The Great Big Book Of Christmas Legends George Broderick 2020-11-02

The legends of Christmas are many and vary
from culture to culture. This bookcontains
modern interpretations of some of the more wellknown of the holidaytraditions in comic strip
form.
Taskmaster - 2020-10-13
Taskmaster has murdered S.H.I.E.L.D. bigwig
Maria Hill! Or at least that's what the whole
world thinks, as an elaborate frame-job places
the Taskmaster square in the crosshairs. Now
the greatest spies in the business are hunting
him down, and they won't stop until the
Taskmaster is dead - or manages to clear his
own name! But with a laundry list of enemies
longer than his arm, will anyone stop to listen to
Taskmaster's side of the story? Join the Marvel
Universe's deadliest hand-to-hand mercenary on
a globe-spanning adventure that will send
ripples through every corner of the Marvel
Universe's espionage community! COLLECTING:
TASKMASTER (2020) 1-5
Rocket Raccon Vol. 1 - 2015-11-03
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Rocket Raccoon is the last of his kind: a hero to
the weak, a champion of good, a swashbuckling
pioneer of valor (and guns). But his life of
adventure may end abruptly when he's framed
for murder - and the authorities aren't the only
ones on his tail! (Get it?) There's another
"Rocket Raccoon" out there, but the universe
just ain't big enough! The lookalike killer is one
step ahead of Rocket; now, it's up to our hero
and his pal Groot, to find the truth! Can Rocket
make it out alive and clear his name?
COLLECTING: ROCKET RACCOON 1-6
Moon Knight by Brian Michael Bendis &
Alex Maleev - - 2012-05-30
Not everyone is thrilled that Marc Spector is
using his alter ego Moon Knight as fodder for a
television show ... especially Marc's ex Marlene!
Then, Moon Knight throws down with the
Kingpin of Los Angeles! And the Battle for LA's
soul claims a life - one that will be felt
throughout the Marvel Universe, all the way to
Avengers Tower! Award-winning team Brian

Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev continue the
adventures of Marvel's Psyche-Splitting
Superstar! COLLECTING: Moon Knight 8-12
The Bottom - Charlie Huston 2007-08-08
The Fist of Khonshu is back and badder than
ever, courtesy of acclaimed novelist Charlie
Huston ("Caught Stealing, Six Bad Things") and
red-hot, fan-favorite artist David Finch
("Avengers"). This volume collects "Moon
Knight" (2006) issues #1-#6. Young adult.
Moon Knight By Lemire & Smallwood - Jeff
Lemire 2019-08-15
Collects Moon Knight (2016) #1-14. Marc
Spector (A.K.A. Moon Knight/Jake
Lockley/Steven Grant) has been fighting
criminals and keeping New York City safe for
years…or has he? When he wakes up in an
insane asylum with no powers and a lifetime’s
worth of medical records, it calls his whole
identity — identities —into question. Something
is wrong, but is that something Marc himself?
Delve deep beneath the mask of Moon Knight to
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meet the many men inside his head! While
Steven Grant prepares for a box-office smash,
Jake Lockley is arrested for murder! And as the
muddled mind of Moon Knight reaches its limit,
the secrets of his past are revealed in a story of
birth, death and rebirth unlike any other.
Trapped outside of reality, Moon Knight’s
survival depends on answers — but Marc
Spector is plagued by nothing but questions!
Original Sin - Jason Aaron 2014-11-12
Collects Original Sin #5.1-5.5.
Moon Knight: Legacy Vol. 1 - 2018-05-29
A new day is dawning - and with it comes an
enemy unlike any that Marc Spector/Moon
Knight, has ever faced! Moon Knight has always
been a protector from the shadows, but this new
enemy is looking to extinguish those shadows
with blinding light and fire. Get ready for the
introduction of Moon Knight's greatest nemesis!
But as the path of the Sun King brings him ever
closer to Moon Knight, Marc has problems of his
own - a man known as the Truth is driving

people to suicide! Thank goodness Marc's got
his personalities under control. He does have
them under control, right...? COLLECTING:
MOON KNIGHT 188-193
Moon Knight Vol. 2 - Jeff Lemire 2017-05-24
Collecting Moon Knight (2016) #6-9, Moon
Knight (1980) #2. Meet the many men inside
Moon Knight's head as the focus shifts to his
various incarnations! Marc Spector broke his
body to escape the prison Khonshu built for his
mind...but what if he's still trapped? Steven
Grant awoke in New York City, ready to produce
Marvel's next box-office smash - is he losing his
mind, or will Moon Knight: The Movie be a
blockbuster? And Jake Lockley is under arrest
for murder! With the world calling on him to
protect those who travel at night, Marc is losing
control. The muddled mind of Moon Knight is
reaching its limit!
Moon Knight Volume 1 - 2014-10-14
Marc Spector is Moon Knight! Or is he? It's hard
to tell these days, especially when New York's
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wildest vigilante protects the street with twofisted justice and three - that's right, count 'em three different personalities! But even with the
mystical force of Egyptian moongod Khonshu
fueling his crusade, how does the night's
greatest detective save a city that's as twisted as
he is? The road to victory is going to hurt. A lot.
Be here as Moon Knight punches ghosts(!),
investigates a sleep experiment that's driving its
patients insane, travels to the mushroom
graveyard planet(!!), and takes on twenty mob
enforcers to save an abductee...alone. Marvel's
most mind-bending adventure begins now as
Moon Knight sleuths his way to the rotten core
of New York's most bizarre mysteries!
COLLECTING: MOON KNIGHT 1-6
Moon Knight Omnibus Vol. 2 - Doug Moench
2022-05-10
The end of the beginning! Doug Moench and Bill
Sienkiewicz's landmark, critically acclaimed run
comes to a close. But first Moon Knight must
survive threats old and new -- including the

madness of Morpheus, the deadly return of
Stained Glass Scarlet, the devious Black Spectre
and a rematch against the Werewolf by Night!
Moon Knight teams with Iron Man, Brother
Voodoo, Doctor Strange, Spider-Man and more -but when tragedy strikes, the dead walk and
secrets come to light, will Moon Knight meet his
final rest? Or will he rise again, reinvigorated as
the Fist of Khonshu? COLLECTING: Moon
Knight (1980) 21-38, Iron Man (1968) 161,
Power Man and Iron Fist (1978) 87, Marvel
Team-Up (1972) 144, Moon Knight: Fist of
Khonshu (1985) 1-6, Marvel Fanfare (1982) 30;
material from Solo Avengers (1987) 3, Marvel
Fanfare (1982) 38-39, Marvel Super-Heroes
(1990) 1
Moon Knight: Legacy - 2018-11-06
The true origin of Marc Spector - revealed at
last! Spector's multiple personalities stem from a
traumatic event in his childhood...an event that
will soon shape Moon Knight's future in ways
nobody could imagine! And even as Spector
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faces this internal crisis, he must take on one of
his most disturbing foes yet - a multi-limbed
amalgamation of bodies known as the Collective!
What monstrous science could have led to this
unholy creature's creation? Prepare to dive
deeper than ever before into the rabbit hole of
Moon Knight's fractured mind! COLLECTING:
MOON KNIGHT 194-198
Moon Knight by Huston, Benson and
Hurwitz Omnibus - Charlie Huston 2022-04-05
Once, Marc Spector was the Egyptian god
Khonshu's avatar on Earth. But now, Spector
and Khonshu are at odds. Moon Knight
desperately wants to get back in the hero game,
but every battle pushes him closer to the edge -both in brutality and sanity! As the increasingly
unstable Moon Knight tries to navigate the
superhero Civil War, he finds himself in the
sights of Norman Osborn's Thunderbolts!
Spector must take refuge far away, in one of his
multiple personas -- but the lure of vengeance is
too strong to keep him away for long. Can Moon

Knight reclaim his heroic ideals, or will he
succumb to the shadows -- and end up back
under Khonshu's thrall? COLLECTING: Moon
Knight (2006) 1-30, Moon Knight Annual (2007)
1, Moon Knight: Silent Knight (2008) 1,
Vengeance of the Moon Knight (2009) 1-10,
Shadowland: Moon Knight (2010) 1-3
Avengers by Jason Aaron Vol. 7 - Jason Aaron
2020-07-28
As Iron Man fi ghts for his life in the distant
past, the Avengers face an uncertain future!
Trapped in an icy cave at the dawn of time, Tony
Stark has lost most of his armor - and a good
chunk of his mind. When the sun goes down and
the devil comes around again, he may lost
whatever's left of his soul. And in the present,
Earth's mightiest villains unite! What do the king
of Atlantis, the lord of vampires, the deposed
duke of Hell, a mysterious Russian assassin and
the secret boss of Wahington D.C.'s greatest
super-team, have in common? They all really
hate the Avengers! Worse still, mummies are
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rising from their graves. A dark god has invaded
Asgard. And Moon Knight is unleashed! So
begins the Age of Khonshu. So fall the Avengers!
Collecting AVENGERS (2018) #31-37
Moon Knight Epic Collection - Doug Moench
2014-11-26
Collects Werewolf by Night (1972) #32-33;
Marvel Spotlight (1971) #28-29; Defenders
(1972) #47-50; Peter Parker, the Spectacular
Spider-Man (1976) #22-23; Marvel Two-In-One
(1974) #52; Moon Knight (1980) #1-4; material
from Hulk Magazine #11-15, #17-18, #20;
material from Marvel Preview #21 (Moon Knight
Epic Collection Vol. 1).
Moon Knight Vol. 3 - 2017-10-03
The secret history of the man behind Moon
Knight's mask! Marc Spector was born in
Chicago - but where was his alter ego Steven
Grant born? A story of birth, death and rebirth
digs deep into Spector's past -and redefines the
history of Moon Knight as you know it! Trapped
outside of reality, his survival depends on

answers -but Spector is plagued by nothing but
questions! Is Moon Knight stronger alone, or
more vulnerable? Where has he really been all
this time? Where was a man like Marc Spector
forged? And where will he face his final battle?
The answers are here! COLLECTING: MOON
KNIGHT 10-14
Moon Knight Vol. 2 - Brian Wood 2015-04-15
Season Two' begins with a new creative team and a blackout! When the city is thrust into
darkness by a strange new threat, Moon Knight
must use all of his weapons, (and personalities),
to defeat a very different foe! Then, it's a
hostage situation in a high-rise, and Moon
Knight comes to the rescue. But in this cellphone
camera society, he's doing it on the world stage!
And as Moon Knight's psychiatrist digs deeper
into the hero's complicated psyche, Mr. Knight
learns that the doctor isn't what she seems!
Plus: Moon Knight must break into the United
Nations building but why? And can he deal with
the consequences? When Mr. Knight finds
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himself a fugitive hunted by the NYPD,
everything comes crashing down! Brian Wood
(X-MEN, DMZ) takes the writing reins, so buckle
up! Collecting Moon Knight (2014) #7-12.
Shock and Awe - Gregg Hurwitz 2010
Moon Knight is back in the Big Apple and
looking to pick a fight with the man who chased
him out of town in the first place: Norman
Osborn. Freed of his demons and armed with an
arsenal of incredible new weapons, Moon Knight
is finally the hero he always aspired to be taking out criminals with massive flair and
throwing down the gauntlet to his old nemesis.
Is Osborn ready for Round Two? Collects
Vengeance of Moon Knight #1-6.
Moon Knight Vol. 1 - Warren Ellis 2014-10-01
Collects Moon Knight #1-6. Khonshu -- God of
the Moon, God of Vengeance -- saved Marc
Spector's life, brought him to glory, and made
him Moon Knight. But what Khonshu gives, he
also takes away. Spector learned this the hard
way, spiraling into madnes

Moon Knight Omnibus Vol. 1 - David Anthony
Kraft 2022-02-22
Discover the many faces of the Moon Knight!
Mercenary. Werewolf hunter. Millionaire
playboy. Cab driver. Super hero? Moon Knight is
many things to many people, and he has the
multiple personalities to match! Follow Marc
Spector, the earthly Fist of Khonshu, as he
battles to find his place in the Marvel Universe -and builds the strangest rogues' gallery in all of
comics. Prepare yourself for the deadly
Bushmaster! Arsenal, the one-man army!
Stained Glass Scarlet, the nun with a crossbow!
And more! Featuring iconic stories by Doug
Moench and Bill Sienkiewicz! COLLECTING:
Werewolf by Night (1972) 32-33; Marvel
Spotlight (1971) 28-29; Defenders (11972)
47-50; Peter Parker, the Spectacular Spider-Man
(1976) 22-23; Marvel Two-in-One (1974) 52;
Moon Knight (1980) 1-20; Marvel Team-Up
Annual (1976) 4; Amazing Spider-Man (1963)
220; material from Defenders (1972) 51; Hulk
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Magazine (1978) 11-15, 17-18, 20; Marvel
Preview (1975) 21
Vengeance of the Moon Knight - Gregg Hurwitz
2010-12-22
Guest-starring Deadpool! Herman Goncharenko
lies at death's door, wasting away of cancer, but
someone wants him killed, not dead. Someone
desperate enough to hire a certain mouthy
mercenary to do the job. Goncharenko's only
hope just might be the reformed Moon Knight - if
he's able to withstand the force of nature known
as Deadpool, and if Goncharenko is, indeed,
worth saving. Plus a classic reprinting of Marvel
Preview #21, featuring a story by the legendary
Moon Knight team of Doug Moench and Bill
Sienkiewicz. Collecting: Vengeance of the Moon
Knight #7-9, Marvel Preview #21
Captain Carter: Woman Out of Time - Jamie
McKelvie 2022-11-08
Woman out of time! A reality where S.H.I.E.L.D.
agent Peggy Carter took the Super-Soldier
Serum instead of Steve Rogers is turned upside

down -- when the World War II hero is pulled
from the ice where she was lost in action
decades before! Now, Peggy struggles to find
her footing in a modern world that's gotten a lot
more complicated -- cities are louder, technology
is smarter and enemies wear friendly faces.
Everyone with an agenda wants Captain Carter
on their side, but what does Peggy want? As she
teams with S.T.R.I.K.E. to investigate the sudden
resurgence of Hydra, something doesn't feel
quite right. Can Peggy trust what she's being
told, or is someone trying to use her as a highprofile pawn in a game she doesn't yet
understand? This new Sentinel of Liberty is a
shield-slinging sensation! COLLECTING: Captain
Carter (2022) 1-5
Moon Knight - 2010-09-08
Agent Cobra, the Hatchet-Man, Lupinar: only a
few of Moon Knight's early enemies, yet some of
his deadliest! In these rarely seen sagas, Marc
Spector faces down a former fellow spy turned
strength-heightened hitman, a serial killer
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Spector believes to be his brother, and a
terrorist claiming to be...Moon Knight!
Featuring Frenchie, Marlene and revelations
from Moon Knight's murderous memories!
Guest-starring the Incredible Hulk!
COLLECTING: Material from Hulk Magazine
#13-15, #17-18, #20-21, Marvel Preview #21
Shadowland - 2011-10-05
Who is the Shadow Night? Daredevil, the former
defender of Hell's Kitchen turned leader of the
ninja death cult known as the Hand, summons
the villainous Profile to take Moon Knight out of
the picture for good. To complete his objective,
the Profi le enlists the aid of a mysterious figure
- a second avatar of Khonshu, the Shadow
Knight! Displeased with Moon Knight's new, less
deadly methods, has Khonshu fi nally decided to
replace Moon Knight in order to get the blood he
requires? With the Shadow Knight hunting him
down, Moon Knight must cling to his sanity if he
hopes to save Daredevil and himself from the
darkness of Shadowland! Plus: The classic first

meeting of Moon Knight and Daredevil!
The X Lives and Deaths of Wolverine - Benjamin
Percy 2022-07-05
The most expansive Wolverine story of all time!
Logan. James Howlett. Weapon X. The mutant
known as Wolverine has lived many lives under
many identities, but never before has the fate of
the future been so entwined with his past! To
prevent a terrible tragedy, Logan must travel to
various points in time to prevent the death of a
key figure in mutant history. But that is only the
beginning...because for every life, there is a
death! Fan-favorite eras are explored anew,
along with never-before-seen periods in
Wolverine's century-long life! Benjamin Percy
presents a time-shredding saga across all of
Wolverine history...and futures yet to come!
Moon Knight Vol. 5 - Marvel Comics
2016-04-07
Collects Moon Knight (2006) #26-30. Out of the
frying pan... into the inferno. Marc Spector may
be dead, but Moon Knight is very much alive.
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Hiding out in the dark underbelly of Mexico City,
trouble quickly finds the fugitive vigilante when
a mysterious millionaire begs him to ensure the
safe return of his kidnapped daughter. Problem
is, the girl is in the clutches of corrupt cops that
are currently in the crosshairs of a vigilante
whose methods make even Khonshu blink. The
Punisher has come down to Mexico, and God
help anyone who gets between him and his prey.
Thor Epic Collection - Warren Ellis 2018-06-13
Collects Thor (1966) #491-502, Captain America
(1968) #449, Iron Man (1968) #326, Avengers
(1963) #396, Thor: The Legend. A truly
explosive era for Thor! Visionary writer Warren
Ellis and superstar artist Mike Deodato Jr. unite
to change everything for a Thunder God
forsaken by his father and left mortal in
Manhattan. Death is coming for Thor  and
Ragnarok may not be far behind! But can he find
solace  and renewed vigor  in the arms of the
Enchantress? And together, can they save the
World Tree, Yggdrasil? Then, William Messner-

Loebs takes over with Deodato in bringing an
epic chapter of Asgards saga to a close! Thor
joins Captain America and his Avengers
comrades in battle with the Zodiac before facing
the climactic twilight of the gods alongside his
hammer brother Red Norvell! Prepare to bid
farewell to a legend!
Moon Knight By Brian Michael Bendis &
Alex Maleev - - 2012-06-20
Captain America. Wolverine. Spider-Man.
There's not a more powerful set of heroes you'd
want to have your back than this trio of
Avengers. The problem is, the guys who have
Moon Knight's back are all in his head symptoms of Marc Spector's schizophrenia. But
as Spector tries to find balance in his new home
of Los Angeles, a criminal mastermind makes
deadly maneuvers - trafficking the temporarily
inert robot body of Ultron. Can Moon Knight get
his act together in time to take on this deadly
threat? COLLECTING: Moon Knight 1-7
Moon Knight - Brian Michael Bendis 2019
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Not everyone is thrilled that Marc Spector is
using his alter ego Moon Knight as fodder for a
television show...especially Marc's ex Marlene!
Then, Moon Knight throws down with the
Kingpin of Los Angeles! And the Battle for LA's
soul claims a life -- one that will be felt
throughout the Marvel Universe, all the way to
Avengers Tower!
Moon Knight - Charlie Huston 2020
"Three months back on the job, and they're
already coming out of the woodwork. The bad
guys you expect. The gangsters and the hoods
with old axes to grind. They all come with the
territory. But the heroes - them you don't expect.
Popping up to give you the eyeball and make
sure you're toeing the line. Their line. SpiderMan and his wisecracks ... Frank Castle, the
angel of death himself, telling you he'll be
keeping an eye on you ... even the fugitive
Captain America, with a word to say about
crashing aircraft into the sides of buildings in
New York City. And now, this other thing.

Someone is out there. Someone hitting the old
haunts, scenes of the old crimes. Leaving
messages. Leaving bodies. Someone who knows
you. Someone who crushes steel and pulls off
limbs. All to get your attention. Someone out of
your league! Collecting Moon Knight #7-13"-Back of dust jacket
Moon Knight Vol. 3 - Cullen Bunn 2015-09-30
Don't miss this new exciting chapter that brings
the horror and insanity of Moon Knight to new
heights! After recent shocking events, Marc
Spector is picking up the pieces of what's left of
his life. But the macabre menaces of his world
never cease: Mysterious wolves are terrorizing
New York City by night. There's a monster under
the beds of the children of Manhattan, and he's
hungry. And high-flying foes threaten Moon
Knight's life. It's up to Marc to stop these
fearsome new dangers - but with his world
shakier than ever, can he figure out what's going
on? To prevail, Moon Knight must infiltrate the
church of the god who empowered him in the
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first place. Prepare for terror at the temple of
Khonshu! Collecting Moon Knight (2014)
#13-17.
Death of Marc Spector - Mike Benson 2009
Following his vicious rampage, Moon Knight
finds himself deserted by his lover, his friends,
and even his own god, Khonshu, and in the
middle of a territorial fight between Tony Stark
and S.H.I.E.L.D. on one side and Norman Osborn
and his Thunderbolts on the other over who will
bring Moon Knight down once and for all.
Moon Knight by Bendis and Maleev: the
Complete Collection - Brian Michael Bendis
2022-02
Captain America. Wolverine. Spider-Man.
There's nobody you'd want to have your back
more than this trio of mighty Avengers. So who
better for Moon Knight to call upon to lend a
hand? The trouble is, they're all in Moon
Knight's head -- the latest splinters of Marc
Spector's shattered psyche! And as Spector
battles his own mind to find balance in his new

home of Los Angeles, a powerful criminal
mastermind makes his deadly move -- trafficking
Ultron's temporarily inert robot body! Can Moon
Knight get his act together in time to take on
this deadly threat -- or is he way out of his
league? Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev,
who wowed readers with DAREDEVIL, reunite to
deliver a unique take on another fan-favorite
Marvel vigilante! COLLECTING: Moon Knight
(2011) 1-12
Down South - Mike Benson 2009
"Marc Spector is dead--is Jake Lockley about to
join him? When your multiple personalities are
driving you so crazy you have to kill one of them,
it's time for a vacation! Marc Spector was a
soldier. A mercenary. A killer. And now, thanks
to Moon Knight, he's a dead man. But the avatar
of Khonshu lives on in the form of Jake Lockley-a more laid-back personality who just wants to
take a nice, relaxing trip in Mexico. But for him,
this means bashing his way through bareknuckle-fighting tournaments, hiring on for a
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"snatch and grab" on behalf of a rich and wellarmed land baron, and going toe-to-toe with a
guy named Frank Castle--who the criminal
element knows better as the Punisher. AAA
never recommended a trip like this, but then
again, Moon Knight is no ordinary tourist"--P. [4]
of cover.
God and Country - Mike Benson 2008
Collects no. 14-19 of "Moon Knight," in which
Tony Stark, the man responsible for designing
the Initiative, is desperate to stop the
destructive actions of Moon Knight, a superhero
vigilante.
Injection Vol. 1 - Warren Ellis 2015-10-07
Once upon a time, there were five crazy people.
And they poisoned the 21st Century. From the
creators of Moon Knight: From the Dead,
collecting issues 1-5 of INJECTION, the story of
five mad geniuses trying to save us all from
themselves.
Moon Knight by Lemire and Smallwood: the
Complete Collection - Marvel Comics

2022-03-08
Marc Spector (a.k.a. Moon Knight/Jake
Lockley/Steven Grant) has been fighting
criminals and keeping New York City safe for
years... or has he? When he wakes up in an
insane asylum with no powers and a lifetime's
worth of medical records, his whole identity
(indentities) are called into question. Something
is wrong, but is that something Marc Spector
himself? Jeff Lemire (EXTRAORDINARY X-MEN)
and rising star Greg Smallwood are calling
everything you know about Moon Knight into
question! COLLECTING: Moon Knight (2016)
1-14
Moon Knight Vol. 1 - Jed Mackay 2022-02-15
The mysterious Mr. Knight has opened his
Midnight Mission, his people petitioning him to
shelter them from the weird and horrible. The
Moon Knight stalks the rooftops and alleys
marked with his crescent moon tag, bringing
violence to any who would harm his flock. Marc
Spector, in whichever guise he dons, is back on
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the streets, a renegade priest of an unworthy
god. But while Khonshu languishes in prison,
Moon Knight's duty still must be observed: the
protection of those who travel at night. But what
happens when those he would save are turned

into weapons against him? When gangs of
elderly residents leave a trail of bizarre violence,
Moon Knight must put his body, mind and very
soul on the line to end the carnage!
COLLECTING: Moon Knight (2021) 1-6
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